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BIO WALL PAINT HD interior and BIO PIGMENTS 
 

DESCRIPTION: A matt interior paint.  All Bio products are formulated with a carefully developed 

list of ingredients combining renewable, natural and low-toxicity ingredients.  These include plant 

oils, minerals, waxes, resins and pigments.   

 

Bio Wall Paint is suitable for use on interior surfaces such as gyprock or plasterboard, solid plaster, 

concrete and mud brick.  Can be used on timber or on fabricated timber products such as MDF 

(medium density fibreboard), Masonite or particleboard but give careful consideration to the surface 

preparation and priming, as well as where and how the surface is installed. 

 

Bio Wall Paint breathes, allowing natural air movement through the substrate, which reduces the 

likelihood of mould growth.  Bio Wall Paint has superior washability and hiding power compared to 

other natural paints, which makes it an ideal choice for schools, restaurants, offices and public 

buildings.  

 

The VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) content of Bio Wall Paint is below the limit of detection for 

normal testing, so is referred to as being less than 1 g/litre.  

 

Bio Wall Paint does not contain lead, cadmium, glycol derivatives, aromatic hydrocarbons or styrene 

compounds. 
 

PREPARATION: The surface to be painted should be smooth, dry and clean.  (Prepare the surface in 

accordance with AS 2311 - Painting of Buildings).  Repair any damage and seal any stains or 

watermarks before painting.  New plaster and concrete can be painted after 6 weeks of curing.  

Enamel lacquer painted surfaces or surfaces with sheen should be lightly sanded to a matt finish. 
After sanding remove dust thoroughly. Old lime and kalsomine paint and old wall-paper glue must be 

removed.  

 

Bio Wall Paint is water based and is generally not considered compatible with paint systems like oil 

based enamels, polyurethane and epoxy finishes. Good results can be achieved over these finishes 

with the use of suitable preparation and specialty priming. A test patch is recommended.  

 

Note: Some substances such as nicotine, rust, various salts and moisture etc. may bleed through from 

the substrate and cause discolouring or colour differences. Seal any problem areas before painting.  

Options for sealing stains include shellac, specific specialist blockers or Bio matt enamel lacquer. A 

test patch is recommended to assess if bleed has been effectively blocked.  Similarly use a test patch 

when painting on already painted surfaces if compatibility is in doubt.  

 

For problem areas or if there is any doubt, it is advisable to employ a professional painter. 
                                        
PRIMING: New surfaces, filled areas and friable surfaces must be primed with BIO Wall Primer.  

Plasterboard jointing cement should be left for 48 hours then primed with BIO Wall Primer before 

painting.  Alkaline surfaces must be primed first with a special (lime proof) sealer. 

 

APPLICATION:  Stir thoroughly with a broad flat stirrer.  Bio Wall Paint may be brushed, rolled or 

sprayed. We recommend two thin coats for coverage and depth of colour.  One thicker coat may 

suffice if the new coat is similar to the colour of the existing surface. The paint may be thinned with 

5% water to obtain a smoother finish, but the coverage may be reduced. Other additives are not 

recommended. 

 

New Gyprock surfaces need to be primed with BIO Wall Primer then two coats Bio Wall Paint.  

 

Airless spraying requires 200 bar/pressure with a nozzle of 0.28 mm Titan-adjustable or 0.53 mm with 

a fan angle of 50°.  
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When Using Deep Base:  For better coverage apply one coat BIO Wall Paint white, followed by 1 to 

2 coats of BIO Wall Paint Deep Base.  To obtain solid coverage we recommend you use at least 10% 

pigment in Deep Base.  
                                   

DRYING:  Paint will be touch dry in 2-4 hours at 20-23 ° C, and 50-55% humidity and fully dry after 

4-6 hours. Surfaces may usually be recoated after 4-6 hours. Under cold and/or damp conditions allow 

a longer drying time. A thick coat will require a longer drying time.  Allow 28 days for film to fully 

cure before washing. Do not use below 8 
0
C. 

 

COLOURS: Bio Wall Paints are supplied in white or deep base. Use white for pale colours, deep 

base for bold colours. Pigments are available in a range of colours, all pigments are intermixable. We 

can provide you with colour formulas, or you can use the pigments to mix your own colour. The 

maximum amount of pigment is 1 part pigment to 1 part paint. The standard pigment colours are: 

 

Red     Blue    Violet     Orange   Golden Ochre     Brown   Ochre   Yellow   Black     Green 

 

Note: as these are natural products, slight variations between colour batches may occur.  

 

Mixing proportion examples:  
 

Intensity of colour: In 1L Bio Paint Add In 4L Bio Paint Add: In 10L Bio Paint Add: 

1% of colour 10ml BIO Pigment 40ml BIO Pigment 100ml BIO Pigment 

2% of colour 20ml BIO Pigment 80 ml BIO Pigment 200 ml BIO Pigment 

5% of colour 50 ml BIO Pigment 200 ml BIO Pigment 500 ml BIO Pigment 

10% of colour 100 ml BIO Pigment 400 ml BIO Pigment 1Litre BIO Pigment 

 

CLEAN UP: Brush or roll out surplus paint on to newspaper. Allow paper to dry then dispose of in 

household waste.  For final wash up of tools, use warm soapy water. 

 

COVERAGE: 1 Litre usually covers approx. 8 - 10m
2
. On concrete and rough surfaces coverage may 

be much less, as low as 3-5m
2
/Litre. 

 

PACKAGING:  Paint - White or Deep Base: 250 ml, 1, 4 and 10 Litres.   

  Pigments: 100 ml, 250 ml and 1 Litre. 

 

INGREDIENTS: water, resin, calcium carbonate, titanium dioxide, clay, sodium-potassium-

aluminium silicate mineral, plant oils, lemon oil, cellulose, pigments (metal oxides and minerals), 

borax, preservative. 

 

STORAGE: Keep tightly sealed in a cool frost free place. Seal well after use.  Uncontaminated paint 

stores better, so avoid painting out of the bucket or pouring unused paint back in.  Keep out of reach 

of children. 

 

PAINT DISPOSAL: Do not pour left over paint down the drain. Unwanted paint should be allowed 

to completely dry, be removed from the bucket and then disposed of in household waste.  Containers 

can be sent for recycling. 

  

Note:  The preceding information is given as a general guide only. Some variations may occur or be 

advisable for particular conditions. Our responsibility for claims arising from breach of warranty, 

negligence or otherwise is limited to the purchase price of the material. 

Choose BIO for Life. Better for your health, and better for the environment. 
 


